Abstract-High bandwidth requirements make the use of fiber optics very attractive for metropolitan area network (MAN) implementations. Several fiber optics MAN architectures have been proposed. These architectures may be broadly subdivided into two classes: networks which use only passive components, and networks which include active processing components (e.g., ring interfaces, switches, bridges, etc.). The first class (e.g., Express Net, U-Net, etc.) suffers limitations in the number of stations that can be supported. The second class (e.g., rings, active buses, etc.) suffers of throughput and reliability constrains posed by the processing elements. This paper presents a novel fiber optics architecture, Tree-Net, which does not require intermediate processing components, and at the same time, permits to support a large number of stations. Tree-Net is based on a tree topology, passive station taps, and implicit token protocol. Properties and performance of Tree-Net are evaluated. It is then shown that the basic topology and access scheme of Tree-Net can be extended, so that a family of tree structured fiber optics MAN'S can be defined to suit different needs, including data, voice, and video integration.
I. INTRODUCTION IBER optics local area networks (FOLAN's) are be-F coming increasingly popular for applications involving the exchange of very high data rates [14].
The applications range from the transfer of large files, to the handling of real-time control data, to the integration of data, voice, and video services. It is to this last application (i.e., integration of services) that the high bandwidth of the FOLAN is ideally suited; therefore, much of the current research on FOLAN's is directed to providing an environment supportive of both real-time traffic (voice and video) as well as the more traditional computer traffic (interactive, file transfers, etc.) [ 
141.
As the interest in FOLAN's grows, so does the size of the systems to be connected via FOLAN's. One important example is the distribution of integrated services to a metropolitan area via a fiber optics MAN (metropolitan area network).
The design of a MAN poses several challenging problems, including the following: support of a large number of stations (several hundreds to several thousands), coverage of a large geographical area, real-time traffic (voice, video) support, very high bandwidth requirements (in the Gbits/s range).
Additional requirements in a MAN design (which are also common to more traditional LAN designs) are: high availability, fault tolerance, and growth flexibility.
Several fiber optics networks suitable for MAN applications have been proposed in the literature. An early IEEE 802.6 proposal consisted of a multilevel ring architecture [ 171. In contrast, a multilevel bus architecture was proposed in [l]. Regular mesh topologies (e.g., Manhattan Grid) were described in [12] and [3]. A two-level architecture with linear buses interconnected by a highlevel loop via photonic switching was presented in [22]. Finally, Hubnet, a tree architecture featuring random access with capture was described in [lo].
A weak point in all the above architectures is the presence of processing components (switches) at intermediate nodes along the path, which are required to sense the carrier, or inspect packet headers or, in some cases, buffer the entire packet (e.g., shift register in the ring interface, switch in the Manhattan Grid, and active node in Hubnet, store-and-forward gateway in the two-level bus architecture). Intermediate processing components are not desirable because they tend to reduce network reliability and pose bandwidth limitations.
A further drawback of some schemes (e.g., Hubnet, Manhattan Grid, etc.) is the difficulty in providing guaranteed delay and bandwidth (a necessary requirement for real-time traffic support).
In this paper, we propose a novel FOLAN architecture, Tree-Net, which can be used in MAN applications and may overcome some of the above mentioned limitations. Tree-Net has a tree structured topology (to which stations are connected via passive taps), does not include intermediate processing components (although signal amplifiers, i.e., repeaters may be inserted to increase the number of stations supported), and it provides bounded access delay via an implicit token protocol. Because of the lack of intermediate processing components, each packet is broadcast to the entire network.
The basic scheme will permit to support on the order of a thousand stations. Beyond this limit, power budget and network load considerations indicate that it is more cost effective to interconnect several Tree-Nets with gateways in a multilevel configuration. In this regard, we will show that the implicit token protocol can be properly extended so as to alleviate the buffering problems at the gateways. As the number of stations grows and the geographical coverage becomes more extensive, the latency introduced by the token protocol poses limitations on real-time traffic. New access schemes based on multiple access via reservations as well as random access, are explored to overcome such limitations.
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11. THE CONCEPT The Tree-Net architecture here proposed can be viewed as a two-level architecture where the high level is a tree, and the low level is a liner bus (see Fig. 1 ). Stations are connected to the linear bus via passive taps; the tree itself is built using passive couplers.
In the simplest implementation of Tree-Net, no active components are present on the network path connecting any two stations, thus protecting the system from active component failures. This also implies that the signal transmitted on one bus is broadcast to all other buses with no filtering nor store-and-forward processing at any intermediate node. This permits one to operate the network at very high aggregate data rate without suffering of the bandwidth limitations imposed by processing elements.
Passive taps, full broadcasting, and very high aggregate date rates are well advertised advantages of linear bus networks (e.g., Express-Net, U-Net, etc.) [7] . While sharing these advantages, Tree-Net offers additional features which permit to overcome some of the traditional drawbacks of the linear bus architecture. First, Tree-Net extends the number of stations that can be supported by an order of magnitude (from tens to hundreds, say). Second, the tree topology is better suited to cover a large geographical area (campus, industrial park, metropolitan area, etc.) than a linear topology. Third, in the tree structure, the problem of transmitter and receiver calibration is simpler than in the linear bus. Finally, the optical couplers used to build the tree are simple 3 dB couplers, while the couplers in the linear bus may need to be "tuned" depending on their position on the bus (i.e., the coupling ratio is adjusted to optimize the power budget) [15] .
All the above advantages do not come for free, of course. Tree-Net has also some drawbacks, most notably, an increased latency delay. In the following sections, we review the components and protocols of Tree-Net, evaluate its performance, and propose several extensions to the basic scheme. 111. THE Bus COMPONENT The basic building block of Tree-Net is a folded bus to which stations are connected via passive, directional taps (see Fig. 2 ). This architecture has been extensively studied, and several protocols have been reported in the literature. For our application, we assume that the access protocol is a "token" protocol. That is, the "end station" (see Fig. 2 ) starts a transmission cycle by issuing a token. Upon detecting the token (through the "sensor" port), downstream stations with a backlog of packets to send will append one packet to the token [21].
If there is more than one backlogged station, a "train" of packets will form after the token. Each station must then be able to locate the end of the train in order to append its packet to it. This function is accomplished using a "probing" technique; namely, upon sensing the end of a packet (or token) transmission, the backlogged station will start transmitting the preamble of its packet. If, while transmitting, the station hears a packet coming from upstream, it immediately aborts its transmission, "defers" to the incoming packet, and tries again at the end of it. The result of this "collision" is the damage of a few bits in the preamble. The preamble should be long enough so that proper synch acquisition is not compromised by the collision. More details on probing are found in [7] .
The token and the train of packets move from the transmit bus to the receive bus where each station inspects the address of each packet. If the packet address matches its own address, the station copies the packet into its memory. On the receive bus, the end station looks for the end of the train. Upon sensing it, it issues a new token on the transmit bus, starting a new cycle.
IV. THE TREE
Two bus segments can be combined in "parallel" using the scheme shown in Fig. 3 . Essentially, an "extension" bus is connected to the first bus via two couplers. The original token protocol can be easily extended to handle the two parallel bus configuration. Namely, "leaf" station A in branch A (see Fig. 3 ) starts the token cycle for branch A (A cycle). During the A cycle, all backlogged stations in A can transmit, and both stations in A and B can receive. At the end of the A train, leaf station B starts the B cycle, picking up the transmission from the B branch. Thus, the operation consists of an alternation of A and B cycles.
By applying the "parallel" combination process recursively, we obtain a binary tree structure where the leaves correspond to linear bus segments (Fig. 1) . The token protocol easily extends to the tree structure. The branches (i.e., leaves) take turns in issuing the token, according to a predefined order. A packet issued by a station is broadcast to all other stations. Thus, the tree can be viewed as a repeater type interconnection of buses.
In this paper, for the sake of simplicity, we will assume that the binary tree is a full tree, that is, all the leaves are at the bottom level of the tree, and the bottom level is full. Most of the results derived in the paper, however, apply also to partially filled trees.
A simple inspection of Fig. 1 reveals that from the functional standpoint, the tree could be replaced by a star. The star would actually provide power savings with respect to the tree and would thus permit to support more stations. If the star is implemented with a biconical star coupler, however, it would preclude the use of single mode fibers [ 1 11. This may be a serious limitation in very high speed FOLAN's operating at Gigabit speeds. In order to accommodate single mode operations, a modular star based on 2 X 2 couplers may be used [ 111. Unfortunately, the modular star requires many more couplers than the tree. A good compromise may be to use a modular star at the root, and to connect several subtrees to the star. This option will be considered later in the paper.
The actual Tree-Net layout may vary depending on the requirements of the specific application. A typical configuration for metropolitan area coverage is shown in Fig.  4 . Here we see that sets of internal tree nodes (i.e., couplers) may be grouped together in "distribution centers. " At the root, a cluster may be created in the "central office" (this cluster may actually be replaced by a modular star, as later discussed). One easily detects the analogy between the Tree-Net layout and the local distribution plant in the telephone network.
V. MAXIMUM NUMBER OF STATIONS An important figure of merit of a FOLAN architecture with passive taps is the maximum number of stations that can be connected to it. It is well known that light detectors use much more signal power than their electronic counterparts (there is no such thing as a high impedance light sensor). Thus, the number of passive taps that can be cascaded on a linear bus or on a tree path is fairly limited. As we shall see, the tree structure offers substantial advantages over the linear bus in this regard. Still, even in the tree, the total number of stations is fairly modest un- less intermediate amplificadon is used. Here again, the tree permits much more cost-effective amplification strategies than the bus.
To determine the maximum number of stations that can be supported, we must require that the signal transmitted by the light source (laser or LED) is properly detected at the end of the longest network path by the light detector.
First, some definitions and assumptions are in order. Let M be the power margin (in dB), defined as the difference between the laser output power (in dBm) and the minimum power detectable at the light detector (in dBm). Typically, M is on the order of 40 dB. The power reduction at a tree coupler is assumed to be 4 dB ( 3 dB for power splitting, and 1 dB for connector excess loss-a fairly conservative estimate). For the bus segment, tap coupling ratios may be individually adjusted to maximize station connectivity. Thus, the ratios vary from tap to tap, and depend on the total number of stations [7] . To simplify the analysis, we assume that each bus tap causes a power reduction of 3 dB ( 2 dB for power spilling, and 1 dB for excess loss).
Let L be the number of levels in the tree (see Fig. 5 ); let K be the number of stations on each bus segment. If no intermediate amplification is provided, the following inequality must be satisfied:
(1) = 4, o r L = 3 and K = 2, o r L = 4 and K = 1 . ForL = 0, i.e., single bus structure, the maximum is N = 6. Thus, the tree structure improves the situation (from 6 to 16), although the maximum number of supported stations is still too low for metropolitan area applications. Station connectivity can be greatly improved by introducing an amplification stage at the root of the tree. In this case, the following inequality must be satisfied:
Following the same steps as before we obtain (for M = 40 dB)
The maximum number of stations for this case is plotted in Fig. 7 . The maximum N = 512 is obtained for L = 9 and K = 1, or L = 8 and K = 2, or for L = 7 and K = 4. For L = 0, we find the maximum achievable with a single bus structure and with intermediate amplification, namely, N = 13. The comparison to the previous result shows that amplification is much more effective (in terms of increasing the maximum number of stations) in TreeNet than in the single bus structure. In examining the above results, we note that the optimum is achieved with the pure tree structure (Le., each leaf of the binary tree supports exactly one station). This result, however, is somewhat misleading because it does not take into account the delay performance. In the next section, we address the delay issue and show that it pays to cluster stations on bus segments in order to reduce delays.
VI. ACCESS DELAY First, we define walk time W as the time interval between two successive token visits at the same station, in zero load conditions. Recalling that in Tree-Net each leaf is individually "polled" by the token, and letting d = average roundtrip propagation delay p = token processing and generation time between root and leaf (at the leaf station) we obtain the following expression for walk time W:
Average cycle time T in nonzero load conditions is defined by the following approximate expression [ 161:
where U is the network load factor.
Access delay in Tree-Net may be defined as the interval between the time when a packet is ready for transmission in the station buffer (i.e., it is the first packet in the transmit queue), and the time when it is actually transmitted. Average access delay is clearly bounded by average cycle time.
For a MAN with a 5 km radius and operating at 1 Gbit/s rate, reasonable values for the delay expression parameters are Using the value L = 4 in ( 5 ) of the previous section, we find that the maximum number of stations supported is N = 128 (i.e., 16 bus segments, with 8 stations each).
If the delay constraint is 200 ms (a value deemed adequate for good quality, interactive voice communications between users located on the same network [ 19] ), the total number of stations supported is N = 512.
VII. TRANSMIT POWER CALIBRATION
In a fiber optics broadcast network with passive taps the paths between different transmitterheceiver pairs may have different attenuation characteristics, due to an irregular geographical layout or an asymmetric tree topology. Thus, if the transmit power level is the same for all transmitters, a receiver will receive packets from different sources at different power levels. This situation (often referred to as "dynamic range") makes proper reception difficult because the receiver cannot adjust to sudden jumps in input power. It is then necessary to "calibrate" the transmit power at each station, so that each detector receives the same power level from any sending station.
In Tree-Net, calibration can be accomplished with the following procedure. A station is chosen as a reference station (possibly, the leaf station on the longest path from the root). This station periodically issues a token (as part of the access protocol). Each station will compare the power level of the token received from the reference station to the power of the echo of its own transmission. It will dynamically adjust its transmit level until its echo power equals the reference power. A mechanism to implement this dynamic calibration was described in [7] .
It should be clear that the above procedure achieves our objective. In fact, if the reference and echo signal levels are the same at an arbitrary station, they must be identical also at the root of the tree. Therefore, they must be identical everywhere in the network. Furthermore, since each station calibrates its level to that of the reference station, the levels of any transmit station will be identical at any arbitrary point in the network.
VIII. FAULT RECOVERY PROCEDURES
The ability to recover from faults is an important requirement for a network supporting many diverse applications. In Tree-Net, proper operation must be preserved even after failures of stations, gateway, and amplifier. We review the various failure modes and present recovery schemes.
First, we consider the failure of the leaf station on a bus. Recall that the leaf station is responsible for issuing the token after detecting the end of train from the preceding bus (in the preestablished order). If the leaf station fails, no token is issued and the entire network fails. A possible solution consists of implementing staggered timeouts on the stations along the bus. Each station starts a time-out upon detecting the end-of-train, and it issues a token if the time-out expires before a token has been heard on the bus. Since the time-outs are properly staggered, only one station will transmit the token. When the leaf station comes back up, it is automatically reinserted in the cycle.
Another solution (which does not require staggered time-outs) is obtained by using a two-folded Express-Net type bus. The details are discussed in [9].
Next, we consider the case in which all the stations on a bus segment (say, bus n in the polling sequence) have failed. Let T be the roundtrip delay from a leaf station to the root of Tree-Net and back. Bus n + 1, i.e., the bus following bus n in the polling sequence, upon noticing a silence period larger than T during which no token is heard, will assume that bus n has failed and issue a token, thus bypassing bus n.
Amplifier failures are handled using redundant units. When the main unit fails, the backup is switched in. Monitoring and maintenance of these units is made easier by the fact that they are generally located in the central office (in the case of a metropolitan area network) rather than on customer premises.
I x . EXTENSIONS TO THE BASIC TOPOLOGY
In Section V, we have shown that the maximum number of stations supported by Tree-Net is about 500, using offthe-shelf technology and assuming amplification of the optical signal at the root. Here, we explore extensions to the basic Tree-Net topology which permit us to increase the number of stations.
The first modification consists of replacing the bus segments at the bottom of Tree-Net with "tree segments" (see Fig. 8 ). The stations, instead of being aligned along the bus as in Fig. 8(a) are now placed at the leaves of a tree segment as in Fig. 8(b) . The stations are also connected by a "control wire," a low bandwidth, unidirectional coaxial cable providing access control signaling Access control in the tree segment works as follows. A station with packet (or token) to transmit, turns on its signal on the control wire. The leader station [station A in Fig. 8(b) ] is responsible for issuing the token, so it keeps the control signal on, waiting for its turn. Upon detecting the end of the train generated by the previous segment, station A transmits the token followed by a packet (if any), and it drops the signal on the control wire. The next station along the control wire is now allowed to transmit its packet. After doing so, it will drop the signal on the control wire, enabling the following station to go, and so on until all the backlogged stations have transmitted their packets.
To protect the tree segment from leader station failure, a station will automatically take the role of the leader if it does not hear a control signal on the wire. Namely, it turns on its control signal and generates a token when required.
Note that the tree-segment can modularly replace the bus segment in the network. In fact, the two types may actually coexist in the same network.
The advantage of the tree-segment is that of reducing tap insertion loss with respect to the bus segment. Referring to the assumptions in Section V, we find that the maximum number of stations grows from 16 to 32 (without amplification at the root) and from 512 to 1024 with amplification.
Although this improvement may not seem large enough to justify considering the tree-segment solution, there are other features that make this solution quite attractive. Referring to Section v , one recalls that N = 512 was achieved with a bus segment with only two stations on it ( K = 2). This in turns led to very high latency (as discussed in Section VI). To keep delay within an acceptable range, one is forced then to reduce N well below 512.
In the tree-segment solution, the choice of cluster size (i.e., the number of stations per segment) does not affect the total admissible number of stations. Thus, cluster size can be properly chosen to suit the delay constraints.
Another very effective way of improving the total number of stations consists of interconnecting several TreeNets with a passive, modular star [ 111, as shown in Fig.  9 . Recall that the number of stages in the modular star is log2 P where P is the number of ports [ l l ] . Each stage introduces a 4 db attenuation. Using the assumptions in Section V, a system with a four-stage star and with threelevel Tree-Nets can support 128 stations without requiring any amplification. This is a major improvement with respect to the 16 stations in a pure Tree-Net! If amplification is used, the modular star permits a dramatic increase in the total number of stations. Assuming that amplifiers are used both at the inputs and the outputs of the star, a configuration with a 10-stage star and 10-level Tree-Nets becomes feasible (from the power budget standpoint). This configuration supports up to 1 000 000 stations. Probably, such a large system is not practical for other reasons (the delay latency may be excessive; 5000 couplers are required in the star, and even the Gigabit bandwidth may not be sufficient to support such a large population). However, a scaled down version of hybrid stadtree architecture can be properly engineered and provide a very cost effective solution to the metropolitan coverage problem. One may note that calibration can be carried out in the stadtree network in the same way as in Tree-Net, using a reference station. As for the interconnection of the star/ tree network with other networks (to be discussed below), this can be accomplished via a gateway connected across the star (see Fig. 9 ).
Finally, the coverage of a metropolitan area may require several Tree-Nets. To this end, Tree-Nets can be connected to each other or to a wide area network (e.g., ISDN backbone) via gateways. The gateway can be conveniently installed at the root of the tree (see Fig. 10 ). Its function is to inspect every packet coming up from the leaves and to extract and forward to other gateways the packets with a "foreign" address. Likewise, the gateway injects in Tree-Net the packets received from other networks.
It is important to note that the gateway, because of its privileged position in the tree, can append packets to the end of any "train" coming from any of the leaves. Thus, external packets can be transmitted on Tree-Net with very little latency delay without waiting for an entire "polling" cycle to be completed. This feature clearly alleviates the buffer management requirements at the gateway.
The Tree-Net gateways can be interconnected to each other and to WAN (wide area network) gateways in various ways. The choice will depend on the geographical proximity of the gateways (in the limit they may all be located in the same central office), the internet traffic requirements, and the reliability and fault tolerance constraints.
X. EXTENSIONS TO THE ACCESS PROTOCOL
So far, we only have discussed topological modifications to the basic Tree-Net structure leaving the access protocol unaltered. One may also consider using different access protocols. The implicit token protocol proposed in Section IV is a natural extension of the token protocol originally used on the folded bus, which is the building block of Tree-Net. However, a critical limitation of this protocol is latency delay caused by the fact that the token must visit all the bus segments in sequence. Latency delay clearly limits the total number of stations that can be supported, especially when the geographical area to be covered is quite large, as in a MAN application. It seems appropriate, therefore, to explore access protocols other than the token scheme.
Since the Tree-Net medium is a multiple access, broadcast medium, many of the schemes proposed and/or implemented in LAN's as well as in radio and satellite environments may be applied here. It is helpful, however, to review first some of the properties of the Tree-Net medium which make it unique among the multiaccess media.
The fact that each transmission passes through the root of the Tree before being broadcast to all stations (including the transmitter) permits to define a global time reference, much in the same way as it is done in satellite multiple access channels. Namely, each station measures its roundtrip delay to the root and synchronizes its clock with that of a predefined reference station. This permits to define a reference frame at the root of the Tree, similar to the reference frame in a satellite channel.
Second, the presence of clusters in Tree-Net permits stations within the same cluster to coordinate their transmissions (e.g., by submitting cumulative reservations), thus reducing system control overhead.
Finally, a typical MAN installation of Tree-Net is characterized by a very high value of the ratio a , defined as roundtrip prop. delay a = transmission time * For a MAN with a 5 km radius, 1000 bit packets, and 1 Gbit/s channel speed, one finds that a = 50. This value is comparable to those observed in satellite channels, and is several orders of magnitude higher than typical LAN values.
Keeping the above properties in mind, we now review some candidate access schemes. The goal, of course, is to reduce latency delay, while retaining efficiency in heavy load.
1) Selective Polling:
The main idea is to dispatch the token only to those buses which have backlogged stations   ON SELECTED AREAS IN COMMUNICATIONS, VOL. 6, NO. 6, JULY 1988 (i.e., stations with packets to transmit). In order to allow backlogged stations to identify themselves, we exploit the global synchronization feature of Tree-Net and define a channel frame consisting of reservation subframe and data subframe. The reservation subframe is subdivided into many minislots, one per cluster. Each backlogged station transmits a short burst in its minislot to announce that it needs to be "polled." In the data subframe, the token sweeps only the clusters with backlogged stations. This scheme (which is very similar to the Bit-Map scheme described in [ 181) drastically reduces the latency overhead, at the expense of reservation subframe overhead.
2) Hybrid Random AccedToken: This scheme attempts to eliminate the reservation subframe latency introduced by selective polling. Under light load, the hybrid scheme operates in random access mode. If a collision occurs, the scheme switches to selective polling, until the backlog is cleared. Then, random access mode is resumed. This scheme is superior to selective polling in light loads where collisions are rare and, therefore, the data flow is not interrupted by the transmission of a reservation subframe. Performance in heavy load is, on the other hand, inferior to selective polling (due to collisions). At intermediate loads, the two schemes should perform comparably. The hybrid scheme turns out to be very similar to the Buzz-Net scheme proposed for unidirectional fiber buses [8] . Therefore, performance models developed for Buzz-Net can be easily applied to the Tree-Net case.
3) Tree-Algorithm (Capetanakis): Tree-Net can also be operated in random access mode, resolving collisions with the tree algorithm first proposed by Capetanakis [4] . The binary tree structure of Tree-Net naturally defines the subtrees to be probed in the tree-algorithm (although any other binary partition could also be used). Efficiency can be improved by resolving collisions on a cluster (rather than station) basis; that is, all the backlogged stations within the same cluster transmit their packets in the same train. As for the implementation of the Tree-Algorithm in TreeNet, a slotted scheme similar to that proposed for satellite channels is recommended [5] . This requires the use of fixed size slots for packet transmissions, and of global slot synchronization.
4) Reservation TDMA Scheme: This scheme is inspired by the R-TDMA scheme proposed for satellite channels [2]. It assumes that a fixed frame size is used. The frame is subdivided into two subframes, a reservation subframe and a data subframe. The reservation subframe is further subdivided into minislots, one per cluster; the reservation minislot is used by the cluster leader to broadcast the packet backlog within the cluster (it is assumed that stations in the same cluster inform the leader of their backlogs via a separate channel, e.g., control wire). The data subframe is also slotted. Each slot can carry a maximum size packet. Slots are dynamically assigned to the backlogged clusters in a round robin manner. Since each station knows the backlog of all of the other stations, this assignment can be carried out in a total distributed manner.
The above is just a small sample of the set of possible access schemes that can be proposed for the Tree-Net topology. The best choice will depend on various system characteristics including: channel speed, roundtrip delay, number of stations and their geographic distribution, packet length, and traffic pattern and characteristics. For an in-depth comparison of alternatives, performance models must be developed. Fortunately, most of these schemes have already been analyzed before in the context of LAN's or satellite channels. Thus, those models can be reutilized for the Tree-Net case.
Here, we will not dwell on the comparison of the various schemes. Rather, we will consider a special traffic environment of critical importance to MAN'S, namely, integrated data, voice, and video.
XI. DATA, VOICE, AND VIDEO INTEGRATION Voice and real-time video will be the predominant components of the MAN traffic pattern. There are many possible ways of integrating data, voice, and video in the same MAN (hybrid circuit and packet switching, wavelength multiplexing, frequency multiplexing, packet switching, etc.). Here, we assume that voice and video are digitized and packetized, and investigate the possibility of multiplexing data, voice, and video packets on TreeNet.
Given the strict end-to-end delay constraint imposed by the need to reconstruct the voice and video stream at the output of Tree-Net, neither the basic access scheme nor its modifications proposed in Section X are adequate for voice and video integration. Further modifications are required.
First, we consider the case of voice and data only. PCM encoded voice (at 64 kbits/s) can tolerate packetization rates of one packet every several ms (e.g., one 64 byte packet every 8 ms). These intervals are within the limits of the basic token access scheme. We must guarantee, however, that the token comes back to the voice station within 8 ms, say, in order to avoid delay fluctuations and, possibly, voice packet loss. To start, we set a limit on the maximum number of simultaneous voice calls allowed on the net. This limit can be enforced with a centralized scheme (i.e., call set up control station, which grants access authorization) or a totally distributed scheme (each station keeps track of the on-going calls). Then, we define a maximum cycle time (e.g., 8 ms). Based on maximum cycle time and current number of calls, each station determines the maximum number of datu bytes that can be carried on that cycle. At the beginning of the cycle, both data and voice packets are transmitted. Once the maximum data byte allocation for the cycle is reached, data transmission is suspended; only voice packets are transmitted. For fairness, data stations are assigned an activeldormant state as described in [20] . Namely, after transmitting its data packet, a station moves from active to dormant state. It moves back to active state only after all the data stations have had a chance to transmit. In the dormant state, the station does not transmit data packets.
The above scheme may also work for low bit rate video channels (e.g., highly compressed video or slow motion video). But a video channel digitized at 80 Mbits/s cannot tolerate the latency of the token scheme. In fact, a latency of 1 ms would imply that the video packet should be 80 000 bit long! In order to avoid this problem, we propose to use a multiaccess slotted frame scheme, as shown in Fig. 11 .
The frame consists of a video/voice subframe and a data subframe. The videolvoice subframe is subided into video slots (where each video slot can be further subdivided into voice slots) (see Fig. 11 ). The data subframe is dedicated to data. It is granted a minimum allocation which can be expanded if there are unused voice/video slots (movable boundary concept). To initiate a video or voice call, a station must submit a call request (in the data portion of the channel). The call is accepted only if videolvoice slots are available. Again a centralized or distributed call set up authorization scheme can be used. All stations are (directly or indirectly) informed of call set ups and releases, so that they know the position of the movable boundary.
As an example, we may assume total frame duration of 100 ps (see Fig. 11 ). Video slots are 10 000 bit long (including guard intervals between packets to avoid interference). Each video slot is further subdivided into 10 voice slots of 1000 bits each. Given the very low bit rate of voice with respect to video, we propose to use subrate multiplexing for voice; that is, a voice slot is shared by 100 voice connections in a time division multiplexed mode. Each voice station is sampled every 10 ms, and generates a 640 bit packet.
In the data subframe, data packets can be transmitted with any of the schemes described in Section X. The simplest scheme is clearly the basic token scheme. The complete polling cycle would, of course, be spread over several frames. That is, a station must suspend its transmission at the end of the data subframe, and resume it at the beginning of the next data subframe. To avoid packet truncation, if a station cannot fit an entire packet before the end of the frame, it will broadcast an "incomplete transmission" flag, to secure the first position in the next subframe.
Better efficiency in data transmission may be achieved using the R-TDMA scheme described in Section X. In this case, one data subframe may carry the reservations, while a specified number of following data subframes carry data slots.
The multiaccess slotted frame scheme clearly permits one to meet the delay constraints on voice and video (which are practically circuit switched!). The actual frame parameters can be adjusted according to the voice and video channel characteristics (e.g., multiple video frames may be assigned to high definition video, etc.). Furthermore, the parameters may be chosen in agreement with the upcoming broadband ISDN standards. 
